
What barriers do 

you notice?

Court-related barriers
Safety planning for immigrants
Beyond self-care
Rural advocacy

In four webinars, non-lawyer legal advocates shared
how they account for survivors' economic security in the
time of COVID-19. Review these notes, by and for the
field, for advocacy tips, spotlights on innovation, and
helpful resources, including:

Contact Us for individualized training or technical
assistance on these issues and more
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An advocate in rural Iowa shared a
personal experience navigating courts. She
expressed frustration that systems
(courts) and people (even attorneys) who
are supposed to help navigate the systems
can let survivors down.

The court was not supportive with access
to an interpreter because this particular
survivor had not asked for one in two
years. The advocate tried to schedule a
hearing over the phone, but without
interpretation this made the situation
difficult for the survivor. The advocate also
experienced difficulties with being in the
room during her client's hearing. At one
point the advocate had to inform the
lawyer about the Title VI of Civil Rights Act
of 1964 and urge him to fight for an
interpreter. Thanks to her advocacy the
court agreed to an in person meeting that
will allow for the advocates presence. The
advocate ended up requesting an
interpreter. 

ADVOCATE STORY

Confusion around courts being open 
Changing procedures and difficulties understanding what is expected; (e.g. do survivors show
up to court?) 
Survivors may not have safe access to technology or the internet for virtual hearings due to
being at home with their abuser or lack of internet access
Jurisdictions handle access to courts differently; some have expanded language access while
others have made it more difficult to obtain interpreters 
Survivors may be considered essential workers and cannot take time off for court

Rising unemployment Increased economic dependence on abusive partner
Abusive partner utilizing power & control tactics specific to the pandemic. (e.g. denying masks
and cleaning products in order to force victims to stay home 
Some have seen an uptick in gun sales

In addition, COVID-19 has exacerbated certain risk factors for violence:
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FRAMING THE ISSUE

Consider the advocate story to the right. 

HOW DO WE INCREASE

ACCESS TO JUST ICE ?

Advocates and lawyers expressed difficulties navigating courts due to the pandemic
including:

What barriers do 

you notice?
What strengthsand positives do you see?

What strategies
 can be developed

 to improve
 survivor

 access to the 
courts?



Judges are more willing to accept remote hearings
Remote hearings can lessen emotional toll on survivor 
Partnerships and communication has increased 
Advocates have played even MORE of a key role in alerting the community/survivors to
their rights, increasing awareness, and more
Failure to appear rates have decreased 

COVID-19 has also presented us with some positive trends:

Use these positives for court hearings beyond COVID-19. Consider reminding judges of these
benefits when survivors have limited transportation in the future. Consider continuing creative
partnerships and community outreach to keep survivors informed.

ADVOCATES AND LAWYERS ON THE WEBINAR SA ID :

In 1964 the Civil Rights Division of the U.S
Department of Justice wrote to justices and
court administrators that they have an
obligation as recipients of federal funding to
provide MEANINGFUL language access in the
courts.

The word meaningful is important because you
also have the right to request a different
interpreter if the one you were given is not
adequate.

ADDRESS ING COURT BARR IERS 

TO ECONOMIC  SAFETY IN  THE 

T IME OF  COVID - 1 9

Hennepin 
county court 
system in Minnesota  
has built strategies
around community 
outreach. For example, they 
have a tribal liaison and judges go
out to the community to hold
listening sessions.

Create a space at your
organization for survivors to
attend virtual hearings 

This allows you to be in the
room and out of sight of the
judge 
Survivors can change their
backgrounds on zoom to
minimize abuser's knowledge
of location 
Place a sticky note over the
abuser if survivor does not
want to see abuser

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Email the judge ahead of time
to inform them who you are
and that you will be present
at the hearing
Partner with churches,
community organizations, etc
who may have greater access
to communities 
Train court staff on trauma
and barriers to accessing
courts - engage them in
coming up with solutions to
these barriers

Does the survivor have safe access to internet and what is
their level of proficiency with zoom etc?
Does survivor need an interpreter?
Does lawyer know about the rights of the survivor?
Do survivors from ALL communities seek our services?

QUEST IONS TO ASK

Hire staff that is reflective of
the communities you serve
Ensure that your organization
is prepared to serve all
communities (do you have an
interpreter service?)
Alert survivors of possible
harm or legal scams (e.g. In
Latin America a "notario"
notary is also a lawyer. Inform
clients this is not the case in
the U.S.).

KNOW YOUR R IGHTS !

Assess whether survivors are coming to
your organization. If a population is

missing, you may not be doing enough. 

SPOTL IGHT



A survivor had housing, a job, 
and was moving forward but life 
circumstances heightened her
vulnerability. She is a cancer survivor and
at high risk for COVID-19. Her job at the
food mart is no longer an option. 

Her health risks, environmental
circumstances (e.g COVID), and inability to
have a job presented her with economic
risks. Now she is scared of losing her
housing. She's worried she'll have to return
to her abuser. This is all on top of her
immigration status. That status and the
current visibility of police brutality has
heightened her fear around interacting
with systems.

ADVOCATE STORY

May have distrust of "systems" like medical, court, etc systems
May not be aware of resources, rights, and protections
May not have language ability/access to navigate resources
Abuser may add a layer of power & control by holding the survivors immigration status
May be isolated from community OR the community may be tight knit and add pressure to
the survivor (e.g. group may already deal with racism/negative stereotypes therefor
community doesn't want to report to avoid further harming larger community) 
Shelters historically lack cultural competency and are seen as a barrier 
Practical barriers: economics, education, transportation, lack formal employment
Immigration policies and rights are constantly changing

CSAJ ACCESS INST ITUTE :

SAFETY PLANNING FOR 

IMMIGRANT SURVIVORS

BARRIERS FOR IMMIGRANT SURVIVORS

Read through the survivor story below. Think about specifics to her story and the questions below.
On the next page, we'll expand on more you can do.

TH INK  ABOUT IT :  

WHAT WOULD YOU DO ?

It is important to note immigrants come from diverse racial, cultural, and historical backgrounds.
As there are cultural differences within the United States, every country ranges from traditional to
progressive politics. Immigrants may also come to the U.S. with different levels of privilege.  Some
immigrants arrive with high educational and economic attainment while others may not have
finished elementary school. As with all Survivor Centered Advocacy, it is important to avoid
assumptions and treat each survivor individually to address their needs.

What barriers do 

you notice?
What fears do you see? What needs are coming up?

What are the 
strengths?

 
Any special 

considerations/
resources?

*Never assume barriers or immigration status

. 



ADDRESS ING ECONOMIC  SAFETY 

FOR IMMIGRANT SURVIVORS IN  

THE T IME OF COVID - 1 9

Center their values and goals around money and safety. What does safety and well-
being mean for them? What are their goals (and what economic resources are needed
for that)?
Partner! Are you reaching immigrant communities? Can you offer resources or support
to those that are? Are there programs and grass-roots efforts (i.e. ayuda mutua) that
can lend basic resources to survivors you serve?
Don't assume nothing can be done.  Documented and undocumented immigrants have
rights, protections, and access to legal remedies. (See resources below)
What does it mean to do the work from a strengths-based approach? How to honor the
perseverance of experience? What’s their hope? What’s their vision for themselves
and their children?

WAYS YOU CAN ASS IST  IMMIGRANT SURVIVORS

Enlace Comunitario
Violence Intervention Project Artesanando

Set up 
“community trust 
policies.”  (Also here)

Sakhi for South Asian Women 
set-up a safe food delivery 
service and partnered on a fund 
for emergency assistance for 
undocumented folks and more!

And see what these programs are doing: 

Update on Immigrant Access to
Healthcare, National Immigration
Law Center

Accessing Unemployment
Insurance for Survivors, CSAJ

for immigrant workers,
National Employment Law
Center

RESOURCES

Safe Housing for Immigrant
Survivors, Casa de Esperanza,
Asian Pacific Institute on
Gender Based Violence &
National Alliance for Safe
Housing

Understanding Key
Provisions of Economic
Relief Bills on Immigrant
Communities, National
Immigration Law Center

SPOTL IGHT

Casa de Esperanza's COVID-
19 Resource Library - for
advocate, survivors, and
programs

Program Recommendations
to Address the Economic
Impact of COVID-19, CSAJ

https://www.enlacenm.org/housing-and-financial-stability/https:/www.enlacenm.org/housing-and-financial-stability/
https://www.vipmujeres.org/get-help/covid-19-update/
https://www.demos.org/research/casa-and-demos-immigrant-trust-policies-why-protections-schools-hospitals-and-courthouses
https://www.demos.org/research/casa-and-demos-immigrant-trust-policies-why-protections-schools-hospitals-and-courthouses
https://www.demos.org/research/casa-and-demos-immigrant-trust-policies-why-protections-schools-hospitals-and-courthouses
https://www.nilc.org/issues/immigration-enforcement/sanctuary-city-toolkit/
https://www.sakhi.org/covid19-updates-resources/
https://www.nilc.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/immigrant-access-to-health-care-update.pdf
https://csaj.org/COVID_unemploymentins
https://www.nelp.org/publication/immigrant-workers-eligibility-unemployment-insurance/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14MKctv4iOHDnC5Pzzuj-8mgJbxRiELnFcgqcHBkU2ZY/edit
https://www.nilc.org/issues/economic-support/impact-of-covid19-relief-bills-on-immigrant-communities/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15gXDRnaSMLFrku2p6HoMmHa_TnFSAViBo5rL6Zvq7Dc/edit#gid=118969425
https://csaj.org/document-library/DVSA__Covid_-_Recs_for_Policy_and_Practice_.pdf


Pace Yourself. Don’t fall into the trap of trying to do too much to the  point  

Leaving Work at Work. Find your own way to separate your work and 

Mindful Self-Compassion. When encountered by negative self-talk, be conscious
of it, acknowledge the reality of the issue, and consciously replace the negative
self-talk with a positive one.
Transparency. When you feel overwhelmed, be clear with your coworkers and
supervisors about what kind of validation and support you need.
Know Your Limits. Don’t feel bad or afraid about referring clients. Be real with
survivors about your availability, there is no way that advocates can be available
24 hours a day.

         where you can’t help anyone, you are not in this work alone.

        home life, to make sure that you have time to decompress.

CSAJ ACCESS INST ITUTE :

BEYOND SELF  CARE 
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KEY STRATEGIES  FOR SELF  CARE :

Advocates for survivors of violence in a legal setting face many harrowing challenges
and frustrations. It is difficult to see the impact of violence, watch survivors struggle
with poverty, lack of resources, and isolation. Working in the court setting can also
cause advocates to feel powerless at times. How can advocates remain healthy in this
context, especially during Covid-19 isolation?  Many of us have been told to breathe or
take a bath when we are stressed out, but these can feel like tiny solutions to a 
larger problem.

Be intentional about your time and space. Create a designated space for work
and establish rituals around beginning and ending of work time.
Have an accountability partner. Whether it's a close friend or colleague, helping
to hold each other accountable for practicing self care can make it easier to
commit to. 
If it can be done safely, meet up with other advocates or friends from work to
destress and spend time intentionally discussing topics outside of work. Or
create virtual spaces to connect socially.

Working from home can be a factor in frustration, isolation, and other mental health
issues. Use these strategies to help curate a sustainable self care practice. 

ADVOCATES ON THE WEBINAR SA ID :  



Some advocates said they were feeling more drained at
the end of the day than when they were working in their
offices, and said they  wished managers were more
flexible with remote work. 

Advocates shared some of the things they wish will be
maintained going forward, including the four-day
workweek, and continuing to establish connections with
advocates in different spaces via Zoom.

Improving our working from home environment is crucial!
Some ideas for doing this include: having rituals for
starting and ending work (such as lighting a candle,
playing a song, etc.), going for a walk or a bike ride at the
end of the day, low lighting in the office.  It's about
shifting our mindset and being intentional!

self-regulation (breathing), 
intention setting (create a personal 

setting boundaries at work, 
ways to practice self-compassion,
networks for support & accountability, 
tending to your basic needs (sleep)

Create your 
own ethical well-
being plan. Make 
sure it includes lots of 
different ways to take care 
of yourself, including:

        mission statement), 

...then ask yourself

What pieces are

you already 

doing well?

What can you commit to this week? This month?This year?

What is one area 
for growth?

 
Who will you 

engage with for 
accountability?

CREAT ING HEALTHY AND SUSTA INABLE 

ADVOCACY ENV IRONMENTS AND PRACT ICES 

IN  THE T IME OF  COVID - 1 9

SELF CARE IS  ORGANIZAT IONAL WORK ,  TOO !

Challenge organizational and
leadership expectations
about workloads, output, and
timelines.
Create flexible work
schedules
Examine and change the
number and type of meetings
Ensure all staff make a living
wage and have paid time-off
(advocate with funders to
support this!)

Revisit policies and practices
to make sure they allow staff
to show up and take care
Appreciate & recognize the
work of advocates
Carve out and prioritize
organizational time to create
community
Identify program
funds/resources that can be
used flexibly. And give
advocates discretion to meet
survivors' economic needs.

SPOTL IGHT

Self-care is more than bubble-baths.
Advocates need to practice self-
care to build resiliency, address
vicarious trauma, and best meet
survivors' economic needs.
Organizations need to create the
structures that allow advocates to
practice self-care, and reflect the
principles of economic justice.

What can organizations do to
support advocates during COVID?



Lack of resources such as funding or proper PPE for staff, advocates, and/or
survivors.
Unreliable internet or cell service to conduct virtual meetings, chats, or
conferences.
Inability to communicate with survivors in quarantine with an abuser and/or
crowded living situations.
Unequal access to technology or internet among survivors has limited advocates'
abilities to connect with survivors and provide support through virtual calls or
conferencing, and forced some advocates to shut down certain programs or
support groups.
Concerns about survivor safety and confidentiality while attempting to provide
direct service virtually.
Challenges with the handling of documents or resources that are physical and
cannot be sent to or received from survivors virtually.
Judges only handing out written rulings gave survivors no way to advocate for
themselves, without legal advocates present. Phone/Zoom calls for court
hearings have also cost money for survivors, putting up yet another barrier.

CSAJ ACCESS INST ITUTE :

I SSUES FAC ING RURAL &  REMOTE

NON - ATTORNEY LEGAL ADVOCATES 
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CHALLENGES FAC ING REMOTE ADVOCATES

Advocates  who serve in the domestic and sexual violence fields in rural or remote settings
face many challenges in their work with survivors. How might rural advocacy change during a
pandemic? What barriers are showing up for survivors and the organizations/survivor
advocates serving them? In the time of COVID-19, rural advocates have faced unique
challenges in their work, as they already have a lack of resources. However, rural advocates
have also recognized the unique advantage they have with their ability to adjust to different
circumstances. 

Virtual tools such as chat rooms and online messaging systems are much more
accessible and safer for survivors who are trapped in quarantine with an abuser.
Survivors who have access to internet are able to easily attend virtual meetings for
support groups, advocacy, or court hearings with remote advocates, from their homes.
Platforms like social media and radio have been cultivated as a means to conduct
community outreach and prevention work.

COVID-19 has highlighted the unique advantages of remote advocacy:

While COVID-19 has limited the ability for direct service providers to engage with survivors
in person, advocates in rural communities have been able to utilize their skills to continue
serving survivors remotely. Rural advocates have experience working with limited
resources, and have continued to use creative solutions to support survivors throughout
this pandemic.

ADVOCATES ON THE WEBINAR SA ID :



I SSUES FAC ING REMOTE NON - ATTORNEY 

LEGAL ADVOCATES 

IN  THE T IME OF  COVID - 1 9

One rural advocacy organization in Tennessee
has been giving mobile devices like iPads to
survivors to connect with advocates when
visiting a hospital, court, etc. This program has
allowed for legal and non-legal advocates to stay
connected to survivors through apps like Zoom,
Jabber, Doxy.me, and WhatsApp.

Assess the opportunities your organization can
offer for remote services, to make sure they are
both accessible, not likely to violate HIPAA
privacy laws, and are safe for survivors' use.

Create protocols for
survivors to continue
accessing courts virtually
while unable to physically go
to courts

Establish protocols that
will specifically allow for
non-legal advocates to
attend and support the
survivor

Ensure that the technologies
your organization is using for
remote services are properly
encrypted for
confidentiality/HIPAA
compliance

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Train staff on
technological
competency--so all staff
can operate remotely and
assist survivors with
remote services
Assist survivors with
technological tools, like
the ability to change their
backgrounds on Zoom to
minimize abuser's
knowledge of location

Partner with churches,
community organizations,
etc who may have
greater access to
communities
Hire staff that is
reflective of the
communities you serve
Ensure that your
organization is prepared
to serve all communities
(do you have an
interpreter service?)
Create an outdoor
'dropbox' for 

SHIFT ING TO V IRTUAL SERV ICES

Organizations like
RAINN have services to
help local organizations
and advocates set up
an online chat system
to communicate with
survivors for advocacy
and/or crisis services.

Does the survivor have safe access to internet and what is
their level of proficiency with Zoom, Google Hangout, etc?
Does the survivor need an interpreter?
Do survivors from ALL communities seek our services?

QUEST IONS TO ASK

SPOTL IGHT



What barriers do 

you notice?

Victims' Rights for Those with Limited English
Proficiency, PCAR Bulletin
Language Access in Courts (Resource List), National
Latin@ Network

June 11th Peer Exchange Call: PPT Slides
Additional Resources for Enhancing Safety for
Immigrant Survivors

Self-Care for Sustainability and Impact, resources
from Move to End Violence
Beyond Self-Care: Practicing Health Advocacy,
training slides from Katie VonDeLinde

June 18th Peer Exchange Call: Contact info for rural
advocate panelists
Telecounseling 101, Colorado Coalition Against
Domestic Violence

Court Access

Immigrant Safety Planning

Self-Care

Rural (and remote) Advocacy

CSAJ ACCESS INST ITUTE
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https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1-7rh2B3epF8_nF20BvNxaQ3ApiqVhK9_
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1-7rh2B3epF8_nF20BvNxaQ3ApiqVhK9_
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1cY7XkIOqGPva-cfEhG5dDD0tn50z49Sz
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1cY7XkIOqGPva-cfEhG5dDD0tn50z49Sz
https://movetoendviolence.org/practices/self-care-for-sustainability-and-impact/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/diewte7au7jmvjl/Beyond%20self%20care_healthyadvocacy.pptx?dl=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18_6X6Zlk3gB8fdOJ7sedNJoTl32amDHZUj674XeQOgs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18_6X6Zlk3gB8fdOJ7sedNJoTl32amDHZUj674XeQOgs/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.ccasa.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Telecounseling-Webinar-FAQs.pdf

